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Figure 1: Screenshot of our adaptive empathy learning support system: a user receives feedback on the cognitive and emotional
empathy level of her text in a peer review exercise.

ABSTRACT
Advances in Natural Language Processing offer techniques to detect the empathy level in texts. To test if individual feedback on
certain students’ empathy level in their peer review writing process will help them to write more empathic reviews, we developed
ELEA, an adaptive writing support system that provides students
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with feedback on the cognitive and emotional empathy structures.
We compared ELEA to a proven empathy support tool in a peer
review setting with 119 students. We found students using ELEA
wrote more empathic peer reviews with a higher level of emotional
empathy compared to the control group. The high perceived skill
learning, the technology acceptance, and the level of enjoyment
provide promising results to use such an approach as a feedback
application in traditional learning settings. Our results indicate
that learning applications based on NLP are able to foster empathic
writing skills of students in peer review scenarios.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Interactive learning environments; •
Computing methodologies → Natural language processing;
• Human-centered computing → Laboratory experiments.
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1

INTRODUCTION

“The biggest deficit we have in our society, and in the world right now,
is an empathy deficit. We are in great need of people being able to
stand in somebody else‘s shoes and see the world through their eyes.“
(Barack Obama in 2009, talking to Students in Istanbul)
As Barack Obama, former president of the United States, stated,
empathy is not only an elementary skill for our society, civil discourse, and daily interaction but also for professional communication as well as successful teamwork, and thus elementary for
educational curricula (i.e., OECD Learning Framework 2030 [57]).
It is the “ability to simply understand the other person’s perspective
[. . . ] and to react to the observed experiences of another” ([24], p.1).
Empathy skills not only pave the foundation for successful interaction in digital companies, e.g., in agile work environments [48], but
they are also one of the key abilities in the future that distinguish
human work force and artificial intelligence agents from one another [67]. However, besides the growing importance of empathy,
research has shown that empathy skills of US college students have
decreased from 1979 to 2009 by more than thirty percent and even
more rapidly from 2000 to 2009 [40]. On these grounds, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) claims
that training empathy skills should receive a more prominent role
in today’s higher education [57]. To train empathy, institutions, for
instance, universities, traditionally rely on experiential learning
scenarios, such as shadowing, communication skills training or
role-playing, e.g., in medical education [47]. Individual empathy
training is therefore only available for a limited number of students,
since individual support through a student’s learning journey is
often hindered due to traditional large-scale lectures or the growing
field of distance learning scenarios such as Massive Open Online
Classes (MOOCs) [80]. However, to develop skills such as empathy,
it is of great importance for the individual student to receive continuous feedback throughout their learning journey [34, 94]. In fact,
educational institutions are limited in providing these individual
learning conditions especially for empathy skill training.
Due to the interdisciplinary research interest, the term empathy
is defined from multiple perspectives in terms of its dimensions or
components [26]. Being aware that there are multiple perspectives
on empathy, in this paper, we focus on the cognitive and emotional
components of empathy as defined by Davis [24] and Lawrence et
al. [44]. Therefore, we follow the “Toronto Empathy Scale” [86] as
a synthesis of instruments for measuring and validating empathy.
Empathy refers to the “ability to simply understand the other person’s
perspective [. . . ] and to react to the observed experiences of another”
([24], p.1), and it consists of both emotional and cognitive components [86]. While emotional empathy lets us perceive what other
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people feel, cognitive empathy is the human ability to recognize
and understand other individuals [44].
One avenue to model these empathy constructs in natural language (e.g., to provide adaptive feedback) is offered by recent advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) [74]. Empathy detection is a growing research approach
to model empathetic structures and phrases of a given text [17, 18].
This information can be leveraged to score the quality of a text and
provide students with individual feedback on their empathy level,
e.g., in peer reviews [16, 28]. Researchers especially from the field
of educational technology have designed pedagogical scenarios to
train the empathy skills of students, such as through virtual reality role-playing for social work education [30], virtual agents to
simulate patient treatments for nurses (e.g., [47]) or empathy text
feedback on computer-mediated communication platforms to foster
empathy for employee–customer relationships [77]. Despite the
large number of studies, the existing literature lacks an approach
with findings on how to design an adaptive and intelligent learning
tool to assist students in developing the ability to simply comprehend another person’s point of view and react to their observed
experience with intelligent feedback on natural language [69].
Given this potential for leveraging empathy detection to enhance
learning, we designed and built ELEA (short for Empathy Learning Application), an adaptive learning tool that provides students
with feedback on their cognitive and emotional empathy level during their peer review writing process. Being aware that empathy
modeling is always biased and wrongly predicted labels (as well
as biased correct predicted ones) might harm certain user groups,
our aim with this paper was to provide a proof-of-concept study
by investigating the hypothesis that individual feedback on certain
students’ empathy level in their peer review writing process will
help them to write more empathic reviews. Hence, we followed
two different development approaches to build a user-centered
design of ELEA for the "average" learner in a particular learning
scenario at our university. First, we used a rigorous theory-driven
approach, where we systematically analyzed literature in the field
of educational technology and pedagogical theories based on [93]
to derive requirements and principles for a first design of ELEA.
Second, we followed a user-centered design approach, where we
interviewed 28 students from our university to derive user stories
and needs for a design of an adaptive empathy learning tool. In
this vein, we could ensure and control for specific needs, potential harm, and unintended consequences of a tool that provides
students with feedback on their empathic writing skills. To build
an individual and adaptive feedback tool, we built on the empathy
annotated peer-review corpus of [98], since the data contains 500
student-written texts annotated for their cognitive and emotional
empathy level based on a rigorous annotation guideline following
[24, 86]. The corpus represents a balanced and representative sample of student peer reviews in German, and thus enables us to train
a model which comes with satisfying accuracy not only on the train
and test data, but is also able to model the differences and nuances
of student-written text in the particular scenario we embedded it
into robustly [82]. We trained and tuned a state-of-the-art transfer
learning model to detect the cognitive and emotional empathy level
of student peer reviews following [27, 43]. This model now serves
as the underlying feedback algorithm of ELEA.

Adaptive Empathy Learning Support in Peer Review Scenarios

To determine the impact of ELEA on students’ empathy skills,
we evaluated our learning tool in a peer learning scenario in comparison with a proven approach for supporting empathetic writing
in technology-mediated communication [77]. In a study with 119
students, we observed that participants who used ELEA wrote more
empathic peer reviews with a higher level of emotional empathy
compared to the ones using the alternative approach. Moreover,
we measured the perceived empathy skill learning [86], the technology acceptance and the perceived level of enjoyment of both
tools using key constructs [90, 91]. We found that the perceived
empathy skill learning, the perceived usefulness, the intention to
use, and the level of enjoyment of ELEA provide promising results.
They indicate that ELEA might help students learn how to react to
other students’ perspectives and motivate them to reflect on their
empathetic text writing in peer review scenarios.
Besides the novel contributions, our research comes with several
limitations. With ELEA we present the first adaptive learning tool
for empathy skills. This is especially novel, since recent advances in
NLP and ML have, to the best of our knowledge, not been leveraged
to provide adaptive empathy feedback. Past research has mostly
built empathy learning tools based on syntactical analysis (e.g., [77])
or embedded emotional modeling in other contexts than education
(e.g., [60, 87]). However, our design is only based on learners and
on empirical evaluation in the pedagogical scenario of peer reviews
in German language. Other languages, domains or pedagogical
scenarios might require certain design adaptations (e.g., through
a different understanding of empathy due to culture, domain, and
user group). Second, we show the effectiveness and usefulness of
ELEA by comparing it to the current state of text-based learning
tools for empathy skills in an experimental peer learning scenario.
The results demonstrate the benefits of leveraging NLP and ML
for intelligent feedback on empathy skills on a student’s learning
journey [74], e.g., in other collaborative learning settings [37, 66].
However, the design of our tool as well as the feedback algorithm
is biased by a Western European team of researchers. It also comes
with the limitations that the tool is designed for the "average"
student, with the drawbacks of possibly excluding certain user
groups other than from our research design (e.g., individuals on
the autism spectrum). Future research is needed to investigate the
effects of our design such as possible harms or bias against these
minorities.

2

with the term empathy, the construct of empathy has been considered a fundamental component of social cognition that contributes
to the human ability to understand and respond adaptively to other
people’s emotions [86]. Empathy has numerous definitions from
various fields corresponding to the different research lenses and
perspectives. It was originally translated and understood as "feeling
into" [25, 26]. According to several scholars, there is no clear, universal definition of empathy [23, 55]. Table 1 lists a non-exhaustive
overview of regularly used empathy definitions from research in
chronological sequence starting with the most recent ones.
Definition
Authors
“An emotional process, or an accurate Spreng et al. (2009)
affective insight into the feeling state of [86]
another.”
“The drive or ability to attribute mental Baron-Cohen and
states to another person/animal, and en- Wheel-wright
tails an appropriate affective response (2004) [9]
in the observer to the other person’s
mental state.”
“The ability to experience and under- Decety and Jackson
stand what others feel without confu- (2004) [26]
sion between oneself and others.”
“An affective response that stems from Eisenberg (2000)
the apprehension or comprehension of [29]
another’s emotional state or condition,
and which is similar to what the other
person is feeling or would be expected
to feel in the given situation.”
“An other-oriented emotional response Batsom et al. 1997
congruent with the other’s perceived [10]
welfare.”
“The ability to put oneself into the men- Goldman 1993 [32]
tal shoes of another person to understand his or her emotions and feelings.”
“Reactions of one individual to the ob- Davis 1983 [24]
served experiences of another [...] and
simply understanding the other person’s perspective.“
Table 1: Non-exhaustive overview on various definitions of
the term empathy ordered by the year of publication.

RELATED WORK AND CONCEPTUAL
BACKGROUND

Our work is inspired by previous studies on the concept of empathy, technology-based learning systems for empathy, studies about
empathy detection algorithms, and self-regulated learning theory,
which serves as an underlying theory for our main hypothesis.

2.1
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The Concept of Empathy

Empathy plays an essential role in daily life in many practical situations, such as client communication, leadership, or agile teamwork
[57]. Therefore, especially business schools today are increasingly
trying to focus on fostering empathy skills (e.g., [63]) to provide students with the right skill set to meet future job profiles (i.e., [57, 92]).
Since Titchener’s German word "Einfühlung" [88, 105] was related

Aside from defining what empathy is, several studies focus
on how to quantify the construct. To measure empathy, most researchers apply questionnaires with self-report measures, although
alternative methods exist including neuroscientific or behavioral
measurements. Behavioral measurements include the Kids Empathetic Development Scale [68] and neuroscientific measures are,
for example, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (e.g., [13]). In our literature review, we found dozens of established empathy scales,
ranging from the "hogan empathy scale" [36] including 64-items
capturing four different dimensions (social self-confidence, eventemperedness, sensitivity, and nonconformity) or the "Toronto empathy questionnaire" by [86] consisting of 16 items.
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In our research, we follow the Toronto empathy scale, since
[86] created the scale by investigating the various existing empathy instruments in literature and determining what they have in
common. Furthermore, the resulting empathy questionnaire is well
cited and based on a measure that represents "the broadest, most
general definition of empathy.", where empathy consists of both
emotional and cognitive components [86]. In the context of student
peer reviews, cognitive empathy (perspective taking) is the writer’s
ability to use cognitive processes such as role-taking, perspectivetaking, or “decentering” while evaluating the peers’ submitted tasks.
The student sets aside her own perspective and recognizes the
perspective of the peer. Cognitive empathy can happen purely cognitively in that there is no reference to any affective state [9] but
mostly includes understanding the other’s emotional state as well.
Emotional empathy (emphatic concern) is the writer’s emotional
response to the peers’ affective state. The students can either show
the same emotions as read in the peer review or simply state an
appropriate feeling towards the peer. Typical examples include
sharing excitement with the peer about the content submitted or
showing concern over the peer’s opinion. The following example
depicts high emotional empathy: “I think your idea is brilliant!”.

2.2
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difficult for educators to provide continuous and individual feedback to a single student. Many scholars, particularly in the field of
educational technology, have looked into how technology-based solutions might help students gain empathy and close the gap. When
compared to human teachers, the use of information technology in
education has several advantages, including consistency, scalability,
perceived fairness, widespread use, and better availability. As a
result, technology-enhanced empathy learning systems can help
relieve some of the burdens on teachers by supporting learners
with adaptive empathy feedback. Scientists have mainly used three
approaches from educational technology to foster empathy skills
of students [41]:
• Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is often embedded
in the form of virtual reality (VR) learning tools in pedagogical scenarios to enable students to directly dive into the
perspective of a peer, e.g., a client or patient (e.g., [6]).
• Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) are often used in the
form of virtual agents built into online tools, e.g., to enable
interaction with emotional avatars (e.g., [42]).
• Computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL)
tools are, for instance, implemented to enhance empathy in
the text communication of learners [77]. In their approach,
[77] use a simple library of messengers based on neurolinguistics, psychometrics, and text mining techniques to promote empathy among students’ interaction, based on identification and text matching suggestions.

Technology-Based Learning Systems for
Empathy

Besides the importance of empathy in daily life, studies have shown
that empathy skills of US college students have decreased from
1979 to 2009 by more than thirty percent and even more rapidly
in the last period from 2000 to 2009 [40]. A possible explanation
is the growing amount of digital communication in our society
[40]. Scientists, therefore, urge that training empathy skills should
receive a more prominent role in today’s higher education (e.g.,
[30, 57]). In fact, individual support of empathy learning is missing
in most learning scenarios. In some domains, training programs
are designed to increase empathy skills through role plays, films,
literature or video games (e.g., [11]). Since social professions, in
particular, are characterized by interactions, similar training programs that promote empathy or empathetic forms of expression
have so far also been successfully implemented for social workers [35], doctors and nurses [6]. In business education, empathy
is usually trained through communication scenarios, classroom
exercises, role plays or experiential learning (e.g., [63]). In fact,
empathy is often regarded as a subcomponent of social competence [102]. Corresponding support measures often take place in
extensive programs to promote social development. However, in
order to train particular skills such as empathy, it is essential for
the individual student to receive continuous feedback, also called
formative feedback, throughout the learning process [34, 94, 95].
According to [76], the result of feedback is specific information
about the learning task or process that fills a gap between what is
understood and what should be understood. Even in areas where
empathy is part of the curriculum, such as health or social work,
the ability of a teacher to provide tutoring is naturally limited by
time and availability constraints.
Especially in more frequent large-scale lectures and distance
learning scenarios, the ability to individually support a student’s
empathy ability is hampered because it always was and still is

Our approach combines two perspectives: ITS and CSCL. The
combination of ITS and CSCL to design adaptive empathy learning
tools is scarcely investigated in literature. [87], for example, developed ClientBot, a text-based conversational agent, trained on a
library of 2354 psychotherapy transcripts, which provided explicit
feedback on the usage of basic interviewing and counseling skills.
The results showed that participants using ClientBot used more reflections during practicing feedback. Similarly, our aim is to provide
pedagogical feedback on a learner’s actions and solutions, hints,
and recommendations to encourage and guide future activities in
the writing processes or automated evaluation to indicate whether
a student’s reaction to another person’s perspective is emotionally
appropriate. We rely on NLP and ML to analyze the given text and
provide adaptive feedback in students’ peer writing process. [60]
investigated that their writing support tool MepsBot, which provides assessment and recommendations about emotional support
to users when writing comments to peers in online mental health
communities, improves user satisfaction with and confidence in
their comments. Building on these literature streams, we hypothesise, that individual feedback on students’ empathy levels when
writing peer reviews will help them to write more empathic texts.
We evaluate our hypothesis by comparing our tool against a CSCL
approach, since it is widespread and has been empirically proven
to support students’ empathy skills [77].

2.3

Empathy Detection in Natural Language

The detection of empathy in texts is a growing research field in NLP
and ML. Empathy detection aims to identify and model empathetic
structures of a given text [17, 18]. The task is usually regarded
as a subset of emotion detection, which in turn is often referred
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to as being part of sentiment analysis. The detection of emotions
in texts has made major progress, with sentiment analysis being
one of the most prominent areas in recent years [46]. However,
most scientific studies have been focusing on the prediction of the
polarity of words for assessing negative and positive notions. This
has been done for various domains such as online forums [1] or
twitter postings [75]. Most existing work for empathy detection
focuses on spoken dialogue, addressing conversational agents, psychological interventions, or call center applications (e.g., [49], [62],
[4], or [81]). Several studies address the detection and prediction
of empathy in natural texts [38, 106], e.g., for empathy modelling
based on news story reactions [17]. Nevertheless, the potential of
empathy detection has been investigated in different domains but
barely leveraged for individual feedback in a student’s learning
progress (i.e., such as [17]). Recently, [98] have annotated a novel
corpus to model empathy skills in student-written peer reviews.
The annotation scheme is based on constructs in psychological
literature [24, 44] and evaluated through a rigorous annotation
study. Moreover, the corpus represents a balanced and representative sample of student peer reviews ob business models in German,
and thus enables us to train a model which not only comes with
a satisfying accuracy on the train and test data, but is also able to
model the differences and nuances of student written text in the
particular scenario we aim to embed it into [82]. Therefore, we
aim to build on that potential to enhance current empathy learning
scenarios by providing students with adaptive writing support in
a collaborative peer review writing exercise. In fact, the positive
impact of NLP and ML algorithms for adaptive skill learning has
been demonstrated before [96]. For example, [95] have leveraged
a corpus on student-written argumentative peer reviews [97] to
provide students adaptive argumentation tutoring in a persuasive
writing exercise. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study
exists that investigates and evaluates the design of a user-centered
empathy learning tool in peer review scenarios based on recent
advantages in NLP and ML.

2.4

Individual Differences of User Groups in
the Context of Empathy

Literature has highlighted a number of individual differences of user
groups in the context of empathy. Even though we aim to "design
for the average", we want to outline some prominent individual
differences that should be kept in mind to avoid potential undesired
negative effects of certain design decisions.
First, we focus on gender differences. [19] provide a compelling
overview of gender-based empathy differences. For example, studies conducted by [51, 56] show that gender differences related to
empathy already manifest very early in life and can be observed
throughout the lifespan, with females typically showing higher levels of empathy compared to males. Further studies even report that
the differences appears to grow with age - meaning that the gap
between empathy levels of females and males increases [51, 89].
Second, literature has also highlighted certain cultural differences in the context of empathy. For example, a study comparing
members of an independent (US) and an interdependent society
(Iran) found that participants with interdependent cultural norms
(Iran) reported higher empathy than participants with independent
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cultural norms (US) [107]. A second study shows significant differences in empathy levels comparing Australien caucasian, and
mainland Chinese university students [108]. Interestingly, the study
combines cultural differences with gender differences. The authors
only observed the significant differences among female study participants, but not when comparing male participants. This shows
that different forms of individual differences - in this case, gender
and culture - can interact with each other to strengthen or weaken
the effect of such differences on empathy.
Third, besides gender and cultural differences, literature has also
discussed empathy towards different groups of minorities. [52, 53],
e.g., observed that perceptions of threat towards a specific group of
people (e.g., foreigners) - also called out-group members - impacts
the level of empathy towards members of this group. These perceptions can then be mitigated using different mechanisms, such as
socialization, which result in higher levels of empathy towards out
group members. Another example for out-group members can be
neurodiverse people, such as individuals on the autism spectrum
[72]. Here, prior research has shown that communication styles
that are typically preferred by neurotypical people, such as transformative leadership styles among employees, are less suited for
neurodiverse employees, since they prefer a more direct communication that leaves less space for interpretations [58]. When it
comes to empathy in specific, a recent study showed that individuals on the autism spectrum showed comparable levels of empathy
towards other species compared to the control group [54]. One
remarkable outlier in this study, however, was the level of empathy shown towards other human beings. Here, individuals on the
autism spectrum showed lower levels than the control group.
To summarize, these individual differences need to be kept in
mind when designing systems that relate to the concept of empathy.
We want to emphasize that the normative conception of emotional
and empathetic language might be understood differently in various
contexts from different user groups (e.g., gender, cultural and other
minorities). The appropriate design of an empathy learning tool
based on empathy detection algorithms from NLP and ML is therefore always biased from a certain perspective. As a result, different
recommendations and prompts based on these algorithms need to
be always adopted for the specific scenario and user group. In our
research, our main goal was to design a tool for the specific context
we could control and investigate: the construction of student peer
reviews in German language from “average” German master students at a Western European university. As stated, the concept of
empathy is very controversial and, thus, scripted as well as predefined support might be confusing or even harm certain user groups
from other contexts. In our case, this could be students from other
cultural backgrounds, normative conceptions, or neurominorities,
such as individuals on the autism spectrum.

2.5

Self-Regulated Learning Theory to Foster
Individual Learning

We believe that self-regulated learning theory supports our underlying hypothesis that individual and personal feedback on a student’s
ability to react to other people’s perspectives in a peer review scenario will support her learning activity and engage the student
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to train her abilities to write more empathic peer reviews. Selfregulated learning theory reflects that students learn better with
formative feedback and goal setting [8]. Especially for students in a
learning process, critical reflection through self-monitoring and selfevaluation is an important component for effective learning [110],
also reflected in literature on transformation learning (e.g., [50]). It
can be an initial trigger for a student’s learning process and thus
the creation of new knowledge structures [64]. However, the right
portion of self-monitoring and self-reflection in combination with a
learning goal is important for students to learn effectively [8, 110].
Feedback should specify goals, track progress toward those goals,
and identify actions that will help the learner achieve those goals
in order to be effective [34]. The level of feedback adaptivity, on the
other hand, can vary greatly. As a result, it’s critical to consider the
impact of different adaptive feedback granularity levels to ensure
that our feedback actually aids them in learning. [14] claim that
accurate self-evaluation and feedback of one’s learning progress are
key components for effective self-regulation of learning, in the vein
of social cognition theory and self-regulated learning [7]. Humans,
on the other hand, have a difficult time monitoring and evaluating
their learning and comprehension of complicated content [14]. As a
result, the creation of appropriate evaluation and feedback aspects
for certain skills may aid learners in learning more successfully over
time (i.e., [73, 110]). Combining skill monitoring with formative
assessment and performance feedback is one technique to support
successful learning monitoring and evolution [15, 34]. Repeated
feedback on students’ abilities can lead to better results in a certain
pedagogical task in short-term and, thus, can increase the overall
metacognition skill learning in a long-term intervention [34, 73, 94].
Therefore, we believe that the right level of feedback on a students’
skill, such as empathy, could lead to more self-efficacy and thus
to motivation to learn how to react to other people’s perspectives
in an appropriate manner. We test our hypothesis in a short-term
intervention scenario to investigate if adaptive user-centered feedback on students’ written peer reviews helps them to write more
empathetic texts. This lays the foundation to investigate further
impacts of adaptive empathy feedback on students’ metacognitive
empathy skills in longitudinal studies.

3

DESIGN OF LEARNING SYSTEM

ELEA is composed of two main components: an adaptive user interface and an intelligent empathy feedback algorithm in the back
end. The basic user interaction concept of ELEA is illustrated in
Figure 2. A user conducts a peer writing exercise and receives adaptive feedback on the cognitive and emotional empathy level. The
design process is based on self-regulated learning theory as a kernel theory [7, 110]. The feedback mechanism of ELEA is designed
with the objective to provide students with self-monitoring and
self-evaluation independent of an instructor, time, and location. As
stated before, our aim is to provide a proof-of-concept study by
investigating the hypothesis that individual feedback on certain
students’ empathy level in their peer review writing process will
help them to take the perspective of the recipient of their review,
and thus, to write more empathic reviews. Hence, we designed a
learning tool for the "average" students of the specific pedagogical
scenario of peer reviews on business models in German language.
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In this vein, we are aware that the use of our tool in other domains
or circumstances, such as, in other cultures might not yield the
same results due to bias in the design and different contexts.
Home

Write

Text Editor

Text

Student

Feedback on cognitive &
emotional empathy level

Machine Learning
algorithm for
cognitive and
emotional empathy
detection

Figure 2: Basic user interaction concept of ELEA: a student
receives adaptive empathy feedback on the cognitive and
emotional empathy level in a peer writing exercise.

3.1

User Interface of ELEA

3.1.1 Deriving Requirements from Literature and Users. In order to
build a novel learning tool, we followed two different approaches:
a rigorous theory-driven approach and an agile user-centered approach following the build-measure-learn paradigm [70]. For the
rigorous theory-driven approach, we followed the approaches of
[22] and [93] to conduct a systematic literature review with the
aim to derive a set of theory requirements for the design of an
empathy learning system. We focused our research on studies that
display the successful implementation of learning tools for empathy skills. Therefore, we identified two research areas to derive
requirements: educational technology and learning theories. We
first focused on these literature streams since developing a learning tool for empathy skills is a complex endeavor that is studied
by psychologists, pedagogues, and computer scientists using various methodologies. Only publications dealing with or contributing
to a type of learning instrument in the subject of empathy learning, such as an established learning theory, were included. On this
basis, we chose 110 papers for further examination. We grouped
related problems in these contributions into five clusters as literary
issues, which served as theory criteria for the learning tool for empathy skills. The five clusters were based on the literature streams
of 1) formative feedback [15, 34], 2) learner-centered design [85],
3) technology-mediated learning [33], 4) emotional and cognitive
empathy support [24, 86], and 5) learner control [78].
Besides the rigorous theory-driven approach, we followed a usercentered design approach at the same time. First, we conducted
28 semi-structured interviews with students to receive an initial
understanding of the needs and requirements of learners for a learning tool for empathy skills [31]. Each interview lasted an average
of 40.91 minutes (SD = 15.9 minutes) and consisted of 30 questions.
The interviewers were a subset of our university’s students who
may all benefit from an empathy learning tool. The following issues were discussed with the participants: prior experience with
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technology-based learning systems, the importance of skills in university education, system needs for learning metacognition skills
(e.g., functionality, design), and system requirements for learning
empathy (e.g., functionalities, design). Only master’s students were
selected for the interviews in order to obtain impressions based
on many years of learning experience and to ensure that the interviewees had experiences in collaborative learning scenarios. The
students interviewed were 24.82 years old on average (SD = 1.98)
and all studied economics, law, or psychology; 15 were male and
13 were female. The interviews were examined using a qualitative
content analysis after a more precise transcription. The interviews
were coded, and abstract categories were created based on the results. During the examination, open coding was used to provide
a consistent coding system [31]. We derived user stories and aggregated the most common ones following [21]. The aim of the
interviews was to follow a design thinking process to get an understanding of the users’ needs and perspectives. The user stories
have been derived by one research who conducted the interviews
and have been discussed based on the transcriptions with two senior researchers in three workshops to ensure the validity of the
findings. The findings provided with an overview of the needs and
requirements of users for an adaptive empathy learning system.
The results are in line with other design investigations for empathy
learning tools such as [99].
Based on those insights, we designed low-fidelity prototypes of
ELEA to test different design hypotheses with end-users to learn
more about the human-computer interaction of an adaptive learning tool for empathy skills- For example, we hypothesized that
students would like to receive a specific numerical empathy score
on their different text paragraphs. Therefore, we designed two
paper prototypes: one providing text feedback based on three categorical variables "non-empathic", "neutral" and "empathic", and one
prototype providing feedback based on five numerical variables
one to five (1: low, 5 high). The empathy feedback algorithm was
simulated by a human. The hypothesis was validated with 12 users.
However, we learned, that the majority of students rather like the
categorical empathy feedback. Therefore, the final version of ELEA
contributes to these findings by providing the users with feedback
based on three categorical variables. In total, we conducted three
cycles testing several design hypotheses with a total of 65 users
(cycle 1: 12 users, cycle 2: 25 users, cycle 3: 28 users). These users
were different from the ones recruited for the semi-structured interviews but also students from our university with a similar age and
gender distribution. Based on both approaches, we finally came up
with several design principles on how to build an adaptive learning system for empathy skills (see Table 2). For example, design
principle three described that an effective empathy learning tool
should be employed in a theory-based learning scenario in which
students can apply and train their empathy skills (e.g., in a peer
learning setting) to allow students to receive formative feedback
on their skill level or design principle four described that students
should receive theory-based explanations and recommendations on
different granularity levels for certain empathy feedback categories
to allow students to transparently understand and use the feedback
to foster their skills. The design principles were followed in the
instantiation of our current version of ELEA.
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Design Principles
To design effective learning tools for students to improve
their empathy skills, employ a web-based application with
a responsive lean and intuitive UX, which includes motivational learning elements (e.g., learning progress indicator) to
allow students to use the tool intuitively and stay motivated
to learn.
2) To design effective learning tools for students to improve
their empathy skills, employ an individual empathy feedback mechanism that provides instant and individual feedback on different granularity levels based on the learning
content to allow students to receive and choose the right
amount of needed input.
3) To design effective learning tools for students to improve
their empathy skills, employ a theory-based learning scenario in which students can apply and train their empathy
skills (e.g., in a peer learning setting) to allow students to
receive formative feedback on their skill level.
4) To design effective learning tools for students to improve
their empathy skills, employ theory-based explanations and
recommendations for certain empathy feedback categories
to allow students to transparently understand and use the
feedback to foster their skills.
Table 2: Derived design principles on how to build an empathy learning tool, which we followed in our design instantiation of ELEA.
1)

3.1.2 User Interaction of ELEA. Based on design principle one, we
built ELEA as a responsive web-based application that can be used
on all kinds of devices. A screenshot of ELEA and its different functionalities (e.g., F1 - F7) can be seen in Figure 1. ELEA provides the
user with a rather simple text input field (F1) in which they can write
or copy a text. In the current version, we embedded ELEA in a peer
learning scenario, where students write a business model review
to a peer by elaborating on strengths, weaknesses, and improvement suggestions (F2). Below the input field, users can click on the
analyze button (F3) to receive individual feedback on the empathy
level of their text through a personal learning dashboard (F4, F5, F6,
F7). As required in design principle two, the dashboard provides
different granularity levels of feedback, which enables the user to
control the amount of needed feedback information [78]. A total
empathy score and an adaptive recommendation message provide
an initial overview of the quality of the text (F7). The individual recommendation is based on the empathy feedback level and provides
a combination of motivating elements and solution suggestions to
improve the individual skill level according to [34]. Moreover, the
users can receive detailed feedback on their business model review
based on the written strengths, weaknesses, or improvement suggestions. For each review component, the emotional and cognitive
empathy level is scored for the variables "non-empathic", "neutral"
and "empathic" (F5, F6). Moreover, ELEA provides the user with
clear steps on how to improve the respective cognitive and emotional empathy level of the specific business model peer review part.
These action steps provide the user with orientation and context to
improve their writing quality [34, 85]. Users can implement ELEA’s
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feedback in the text input and analyze the improved peer review
again. ELEA will then adapt the empathy dashboard with a new
overall empathy score, which allows the students to detect their
empathy progress easily. Moreover, as found in design principles
four, best practices and explanations about cognitive and emotional
empathy theory are provided by clicking on the explanation button. A pop-up window displays a transparent explanation of how
ELEA works and provides a theory-based definition of cognitive
and emotional empathy structures (see figure 3).

Figure 3: Screenshot of exemplary explanations and details
of ELEA.

3.2

Feedback Algorithm of ELEA

In order to fulfill the users’ requirements to give instant feedback
on their texts, we built on the empathy annotated student-written
text corpora of [98]. The corpus serves as the underlying data
set to train and tune a state-of-the-art transfer learning model to
design and build an adaptive empathy feedback tool. A requirement
for developing NLP methods that are able to identify empathetic
structures in written texts is the availability of annotated corpora.
We searched the literature for a corpus that fulfilled the following
criteria: 1) the corpus contains annotated empathic student essays,
2) it has a sufficient corpus size to be able to use the trained model
in a real-world scenario that fulfills the user requirements, and
3) the annotations are based on a rigorous annotation guideline
for guiding the annotators towards a moderate agreement. The
cognitive and emotional empathy annotated student peer reviews
corpus published in [98] fulfilled all these requirements. The corpus
consists of 500 student-generated peer reviews written in German
which are annotated for the cognitive and emotional empathy levels
on a 1-5 Likert scale (1: low, 5: high). More information on the text
domain, the annotation guidelines, the annotation study as well as
on the corpus statistics can be found in [98].
To provide students with feedback on the empathy quality of
their texts, we implemented an approach for detecting the cognitive
and emotional empathy levels in them [43]. The empathy detection
task is considered a paragraph-based multiclass classification task,
where each paragraph is either considered to be a strength, weakness
or improvement suggestion and has a "non-empathic", "neutral" or
"empathic" cognitive and emotional empathy level. For the current
version of ELEA our main objective was to assess the cognitive
and emotional empathy level of the specific paragraphs since students enter strengths, weaknesses, and improvement suggestions
separately. Therefore, a classification of review components is currently not necessary. Hence, we trained a predictive model on the
corpus of [98] following the architecture of Bidirectional Encoder
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Representations from Transformers (BERT) proposed by [27]. We
classified text paragraphs into the cognitive and emotional empathy
level based on three labels “non-empathic”, “neutral”, and “empathic”.
We used the BERT model from deepset 1 , since it is available for
German and provides a deep pre-trained model that was unsupervised while training on domain-agnostic German corpora (e.g., the
German Wikipedia). The novelty of this architecture is the ability
to capture semantic information from pre-trained texts, which can
then be used for other downstream tasks without the need for retraining, e.g., for identifying the empathy level of text components.
We split the data into 70 % training, 20 % validation, and 10 % test
data. For applying the model, the corpus texts were split into word
tokens to fulfill the preparation requirements for BERT. The special
preprocessing for BERT was conducted by utilizing the tokenizer
and processor provided by deepset. The goal of our model is to provide accurate predictions to identify and classify the empathy level
of review paragraphs that can be used for accessing the skill level of
students and thus provide adaptive guidance and feedback on how
to improve their empathetic writing. We tested the model with different parameters. The best performing combination incorporated
a dropout probability of 10%, a learning rate of 3e-5 and the number
of epochs were 3 [27]. Each combination was evaluated using the f1
score metric. After several iterations, we reached a micro f1 score of
74.96% for the detection of emotional empathy and 69.98% for the
detection of the cognitive empathy level of a text paragraph. To ensure the validity of our BERT model, we benchmarked against bidirectional Long-Short-Term-Memory-Conditional-Random-Fields
classifiers (BiLSTM-CRF). In combination with the corresponding
embeddings vocabulary (GloVe) [61] our LSTM reached an unsatisfying f1 score of 61% for detecting the emotional empathy level
and 51% for detecting the cognitive empathy level. Therefore, we
embedded our BERT model in the back end of ELEA to provide
students with adaptive recommendations based on their empathy
level in their peer review writing process.
Moreover, based on user requirements, we provide students a
total empathy score as an initial overview of the empathy level in
their texts (F7). The total empathy score is calculated by summing
up all the scores received throughout the detailed feedback, divided
by the maximum score possible, and multiplied by 100 to obtain a
percentage score. The higher the score value, the more empathetic
is the text of the user. A score of 70 to 80 % is considered good but
not perfect, since the user already wrote a neutral or an empathic
text, but did not use full empathic language. Based on the overall
score, the overall empathy recommendation is adopted. In total, we
pre-scripted 23 recommendation messages for adaptive empathy
feedback in the domain of student-written peer reviews on business
models at a Western European university. The scripts are designed
for the "average" student in the pedagogical scenario of German
student peer reviews on business models. In our three design cycles
with a total of 65 users (see section 3.1.1), we also tested different
versions and formulations of the recommendation messages. In this
way, we could control for harm, misunderstandings, or unintended
consequences of our empathy recommendations by qualitatively
asking the students about their perception after they received certain scripts. No objections were reported. However, we still want
1 https://github.com/deepset-ai/FARM
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to note that the empathy constructs modeled with our algorithm as
well as the scripts are only valid for the context in which we derived
and tested them. The formulation of the recommendations as well
as the annotations - and, thus, the model - is biased from a Western
European perspective. The predictions might be confusing or even
harmful for other contexts (see subsection 2.4). Hence, different
scenarios, user groups, or languages might require other empathy
concepts.

4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our goal was to evaluate the hypothesis that individual feedback on
students’ empathy levels in a peer review exercise will foster their
empathy skill level in the written texts. To evaluate our hypothesis,
we designed an experiment in which participants were asked to
write a peer review based on a provided business model essay,
as this is a common large-scale teaching scenario to foster the
skill learning of students across different business domains (e.g.,
[71, 96]).

4.1

Participants

We recruited 119 students from our university to take part in our
experiment. The experiment was conducted as a web experiment
facilitated by the behavioral lab of our university, and thus, designed
and reviewed according to the ethical guidelines of the lab and the
university. After randomization, we counted 58 valid results in the
treatment and 61 in the control group. Participants of the treatment
group had an average age of 23.89 (SD= 3.07), 30 were male, 28
were female. In the control group, participants’ average age was
23.80 (SD= 3.11), 35 were male, 26 were female. All participants
were compensated with an equivalent of about 12 USD for a 25 to
30 minutes experiment.

4.2

Experimental Design

The treatment group used ELEA to do the writing exercise2 , while
participants in the control group used an alternative collaborative
learning application based on [77] (Figure 4). To control for the
differences and similarities in the design between the alternative
tool and ELEA, we implemented our own alternative collaborative
learning approach. For the design, we followed the approach of NeuroMessenger by [77], since it is a recent theory-based approach and
empirically proven to foster the empathy skills of users through text
recommendations. The learning tool supports the writing process
of users with dictionary-based text recommendations (see Figure
4, F1 and F2). Users can use the recommendations and improvement suggestions to correct their texts. In our approach, we derived
a German dictionary list for cognitive and emotional empathetic
writing in business model peer reviews based on the 14-page annotation guideline of the corpus of [98] with inspiration by [77]. To
keep ELEA and the alternative learning approach consistent with
each other, there are many functions that are shared between them,
e.g., the introduction text and the scripted text input fields (i.e.,
for strengths, weaknesses, suggestions) are the same across both
2 ELEA was designed in German to provide German students with feedback on German

texts. However, for ease of understanding in this paper, we translated parts of our user
interface into English (e.g., see Figure 1).
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apps. The explanation buttons and the user interaction correspond
respectively to the same ones in ELEA.

4.3

Experimental Procedure

The experiment consisted of three main parts: 1) pre-test, 2) peer
writing exercise, and 3) post-test. The pre-test and post-test phases
were consistent for all participants. In the writing phase, the treatment group used ELEA to write a business model peer review,
whereas participants of the control group used the alternative tool.
1) Pre-test: The experiment started with a pre-survey of eight
questions. Here, we tested two different constructs to assess
whether the randomization was successful. First, we asked four
items to test the personal innovativeness of the participants in the
domain of information technology following [3]. The items were
"I like to experiment with new information technologies", "If I heard
about a new information technology, I would look for ways to experiment with it,", "In general, I am hesitant to try out new information
technologies", and "Among my peers, I am usually the first to try
out new information technologies". Second, we tested the construct
of feedback-seeking of individuals following [5]. Items are: "It is
important for me to receive feedback on my performance.", "I find
feedback on my performance useful.", "I would like to get more feedback on what behaviors would help me to conduct a task better.", and
"It is important to me to receive feedback on my progress potential for
skill learning." Both constructs were measured with a 1- to 7-point
Likert scale (1: totally disagree to 7: totally agree, with 4 being a
neutral statement).
2) Peer review exercise: In the peer writing phase of the experiment, participants were asked to read an essay about a business
model of a peer student. Afterwards, they were asked to write a
business model review for the peer by elaborating on the strengths,
weaknesses, and improvement suggestions of the particular business model. The participants were told to spend at least 15 minutes
writing this review. A countdown indicated the remaining time.
They were only able to continue the experiment after the countdown was finished. The treatment group used ELEA to write the
review, the control group used the reference tool. We did not provide any introduction to any of the tools. The students using ELEA
retrieved individual and adaptive feedback based on our feedback
algorithms. Participants using the reference tool retrieved help by
dictionary-based recommendations during the writing process.
3) Post-test: In the post-survey, we measured perceived usefulness, intention to use, and ease of use, following the technology
acceptance model of [90, 91]. Example items for the three constructs
are: "Imagine the tool was available in your next course, would you
use it?", "The use of the empathy tool enables me to write more empathetic texts.", or "I would find the tool to be flexible to interact with".
Moreover, we measured the perceived level of enjoyment of the
students by asking the following items: “The interaction with the
learning tool was exciting” and “It is fun to interact with the learning
tool” [39]. Also, we asked the participants to judge their perceived
empathy skill learning (PESL) by asking two items that cover cognitive and emotional empathy skills based on [24, 86]: “I assume
that the tool would help me improve my ability to give appropriate
emotional feedback.” and “I assume that the tool would help me improve my ability to empathize with others when writing reviews.”
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Figure 4: Overview of the experimental setup of our study: participants of the control group (CG) receive dictionary-based
empathy feedback based on the approach of [77]. Students in the treatment group (TG) receive adaptive empathy feedback
during their peer review writing process with our tool ELEA.

Finally, we surveyed the perceived feedback accuracy (PFA) [65] of
both learning tools by asking three items: “The feedback I received
reflected my true performance.”, “The tool accurately evaluated my
performance.” and “The feedback I received from the tool was an accurate evaluation of my performance”. All constructs were measured
with a 1- to 7-point Likert scale (1: totally disagree to 7: totally
agree, with 4 being a neutral statement). Further, we were asking
three qualitative questions: "What did you particularly like about
the use of the tool?", "What else could be improved?", and "Do you
have any other ideas? and captured the demographics. In total, we
asked 24 questions.

from the peer writing exercise on a document-level. We used these
guidelines since an annotator agreement was already conducted
during the corpus collection process for the same kind of texts in
the same domain (student peer reviews). We relied on two annotators, who independently judge the empathic writing levels of the
texts with document-level scores. The objective was to judge how
empathic the given text is according to the defined emotional and
cognitive empathy dimensions on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 points
(1: low, 5: high). Finally, we took the mean of both annotators as a
final variable for the cognitive and emotional empathy level of the
texts.

4.4

5

Behavioral Measurements

There is a vivid discussion in prior research about the value of using
perception-based measures to grasp perceived learning outcomes
[12, 83]. Therefore, we decided to enrich the perception-based measurement of empathy skill learning with a more objective approach.
This is in line with the argumentation by [84] that it is most desirable when perceived as well as objective learning outcomes can be
observed. Thus, besides measuring the perceived constructs in our
post-test, we also had two judges measuring the empathy levels of
the written texts from both groups to evaluate our main hypothesis.
Therefore, we measured two variables: 1) the emotional empathy
writing level and 2) the cognitive empathy writing level [44, 86].
To do so, we applied the annotation scheme of [98] based on their
14-pages guideline to judge the emotional empathy writing level
as well as the cognitive empathy writing level of the received texts

EVALUATION AND RESULTS

To evaluate our hypothesis that adaptive feedback on students’
empathy will help them to foster their empathy skills, our objective
was to answer two research questions (RQ):
RQ1: How effective is ELEA at helping users to foster their empathy
skills in peer writing exercises compared to the traditional approach?
RQ2: Do students perceive ELEA to be useful, enjoyable, and easy
to use, and would they continue to use it in the future?
To evaluate our first research question, we compared the perceived empathy skill learning between the treatment and the control
group. Moreover, we compared the cognitive and emotional empathy writing levels between the written text of the treatment and the
control group. Therefore, we applied analysis of variance (ANOVA)
to evaluate whether the differences between the groups are statistically significant. We checked their assumptions visually with a
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test for normality and a test for homoscedasticity: all assumptions
were met. Moreover, we calculated the Cohen’s d to measure the
effect size between the means of the perceived constructs [20]. Furthermore, we controlled for differences in the perceived feedback
accuracy between both tools to investigate if adaptive empathy
feedback has a significant effect on the user perception of feedback
quality.
The second research question will be answered by comparing
the constructs of perceived usefulness, intention to use, ease of
use, and level of enjoyment for participants using ELEA compared
to participants using the alternative tool. Again, we performed an
ANOVA to assess whether differences between both groups are
statistically significant and calculated the Cohen’s d to measure the
effect sizes. Moreover, we will compare the results of ELEA to the
midpoints scale to validate a general positive technology acceptance
as done in [96]. Finally, to ensure that the randomization resulted in
randomized groups and to control for potential effects of interfering
variables with our small sample size, we compared the differences
in the means of the two constructs included in the pre-test. For
both constructs, we received p values larger than 0.05 between the
treatment and the control group (for personal innovativeness p =
0.8676, TG mean= 4.30, SD= 0.57, CG mean= 4.29, SD= 0.59; for
feedback-seeking of individuals p = 0.6702, TG mean= 6.13, SD=
0.57, CG mean= 6.10, SD= 0.63).
Group

Mean ELEA
Mean
reference
tool
SD ELEA
SD reference tool
p value
effect size (cohen’s
d)
degrees of freedom

Perceived
Empathy
Skill Learning (on a
1-to-7 Likert
Scale)
5.03
3.93

Group

Intention
to use (on a
1-to-7 Likert
Scale)
5.14

Mean
ELEA
Mean
3.77
reference
tool
SD
1.14
ELEA
SD ref- 1.41
erence
tool
p value
<0.001
effect
1.0654 (large
size
effect)
(cohen’s
d)
degrees
117
of freedom

Perceived
usefulness
(on a 1-to-7
Likert Scale)
5.05

Perceived
ease of use
(on a 1-to-7
Likert Scale)
5.72

Level
of
enjoyment
(on a 1-to-7
Likert Scale)
5.31

3.95

5.61

4.35

0.58

0.92

1.10

1.44

1.23

1.61

<0.001
0.8108 (large
effect)

0.5588
0.1075
(negligible
effect)

<0.001
0.6953
(medium
effect)

117

117

117

Table 4: Overview of results of the perceived constructs of
students using ELEA and students using the reference tool.

Emotional
Empathy (on
a 1-to-5 Likert
Scale)

Cognitive
Empathy (on
a 1-to-5 Likert
Scale)

2.75
2.20

3.24
3.25

1.12
0.73
0.0027
0.5699
(medium
effect)
116

1.01
1.05
1.07
1.50
0.9299
<0.001
0.0162 (negli- 0.8411 (large
gible effect)
effect)

the difference is trivial, even if it is statistically significant [20].
However, we did not find any difference in the cognitive empathy
level between the texts of both groups (mean value ELEA = 3.24,
mean value reference tool = 3.25, p = 0.9299). The results indicate
that adaptive feedback on students’ empathy level helps them to
write emotionally more empathic texts. The results show that students’ using ELEA wrote texts with a higher level of emotional
empathy compared to the ones using the reference tool. However,
adaptive cognitive empathy feedback seems to have no significant
influence on students’ cognitive empathy writing levels compared
to non-adaptive cognitive empathy feedback.

116

5.2

117

Table 3: Overview of results of the cognitive and emotional
empathy level of students using ELEA and students using
the reference tool.

Perceived Empathy Skill Learning of
Students

6
5
4
3
1

2

1 to 7 (1: low, 7: high)

6
5
4
3
2

We found that students who used ELEA wrote their text with a
significantly higher level of emotional empathy compared to participants who used the reference tool (mean value ELEA = 2.75,
mean value reference tool = 2.20, p = 0.0027, p<0.01) The calculated
Cohen’s d of 0.5699 indicates a medium effect size. Cohen suggested
that d = 0.2 be considered a ’small’ effect size, 0.5 represents a
’medium’ effect size and 0.8 a ’large’ effect size. This means that if
two groups’ means don’t differ by 0.2 standard deviations or more,

1 to 7 (1: low, 7: high)

Cognitive and Emotional Empathy Level of
Written Texts

1

5.1

7

Results on empathy skill learning

7

Results on feedback accuracy

ELEA

Reference Tool

ELEA

Reference Tool

Figure 5: Results of empathy feedback accuracy (left) and
empathy skill learning (right) between both tools.
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Participants using ELEA judged their empathy skill learning
with a mean of 5.03 (SD= 1.05). Participants using the alternative
tool judged their empathy skill learning with a mean of 3.93 (SD=
1.50) (see Figure 5 and Table 3). An ANOVA confirmed that the
treatment group perceived their empathy skill learning to be significantly higher compared to the control group (p<0.001). Moreover,
we calculated a Cohen’s d of 0.8410 indicating a large effect size [20].
This proves our hypothesis that individual feedback on students’
empathy levels helps them foster their empathy skills. The results
show that students using ELEA judged their empathy skill learning
to be significantly higher compared to the ones using the traditional approach. Moreover, we compared the results for perceived
feedback accuracy (PFA) between both learning tools. Participants
using ELEA rated the PFA with a mean of 4.93 (SD= 0.94), whereas
participants from the control group rated the PFA with a mean of
3.69 (SD= 1.36). The difference is statistically significant (p<0.001,
cohen’s d = 1.0470), indicating that the adaptive feedback approach
has a significant impact on students’ perception of the feedback
accuracy compared to the dictionary-based feedback approach.

5.3

Technology Acceptance

For the technology acceptance, we calculated the average of every
construct. The answers were provided on a 1- to 7-point Likert
scale (1: totally disagree, 7: totally agree). First, we compared the
results of ELEA with the results of the alternative tool. The perceived usefulness of ELEA was rated with a mean value of 5.05
(SD= 0.58) and the average perceived level of enjoyment of ELEA
was 5.31 (SD= 1.10). The mean value of intention to use of participants using ELEA as a writing support tool was 5.14 (SD= 1.14)
(see Table 4). These values are significantly better than the results
of the alternative approach. For perceived usefulness, we observed
a mean value of 3.77 (SD= 1.41, p<0.001), and for a perceived level
of enjoyment the value was 4.35 (SD= 1.61, p<0.001) for participants from the control group. The mean value for the intention
to use was 3.77 (SD= 1.41, p<0.001). The results clearly show that
the participants of our experiment rated the technology acceptance
of ELEA as an adaptive feedback tool positively compared to the
usage of the alternative application. Moreover, the mean values
of ELEA are also very promising when comparing the results to
the midpoints. All results are better than the neutral value of 4.
Especially the perceived usefulness for writing better empathetic
texts and the intention to use ELEA as a writing support tool in
learning scenarios show promising results. Also, the high level of
enjoyment for ELEA as a learning tool provides promising results
since enjoyment during a learning process has a major influence on
the adoption of IT tools [45] and on the learning success of students
[59]. A positive technology acceptance is especially important for
learning tools to ensure students are perceiving the usage of the
tool as helpful, useful, and easy to interact with. This will foster
motivation and engagement to use the learning application. The
perceived usefulness and intention to use provides promising results to use this tool as a feedback application in different learning
settings.
Moreover, we calculate a mean value of 5.72 (SD= 0.92) for the
perceived ease of use of ELEA and a mean of 5.61 (SD= 1.23) for
participants from the control group. Both values are very high and
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therefore promising for future usage. In fact, we did not expect a
difference in the perceived ease of use between both tools, since
the look and feel of the user interaction were purposely designed
the same.

5.4

Analysis of Gender Differences

As explained before, past literature has investigated differences in
the context of empathy between certain populations. Even though
our objective was to design an empathy learning tool for the average
user of the particular scenario of peer reviews at our university, we
want to investigate if significant differences in the perception and
learning through empathy feedback exists. One of the prominent
literature streams discussed in past studies is gender differences
cornering empathy (e.g., [19, 51, 56]). Since we also captured the
gender of students (65 male, 54 female, 0 non-disclosure), we investigated the differences of our measured constructs between males
and females for both empathy learning tools.
We found two significant differences between male and female
users. Females rated the intention to use of an empathy learning tool
significantly higher than males (mean females = 4.53, SD = 0.048;
mean males 4.34, SD = 4.34, p = 0.048). Moreover, females rated
the perceived usefulness of an empathy learning tool significantly
better than male participants across both treatments (mean female =
4.65, SD = 1.03; mean male = 4.29 SD = 1.10, p = 0.01248). For all other
perceived constructs, we received p-values > 0.05 between male and
female users (perceived ease of use p = 0.2743, level of enjoyment p
= 0.8978, perceived empathy skill learning p = 0.116 - female mean
= 4.52; SD = 1.13, male mean 4.399, SD = 1.15). For the behavioral
variables, we also found no significant effects between female and
male participants (emotional empathy p = 0.8296. cognitive empathy
p = 0.8253).

5.5

Qualitative User Feedback

We also asked open questions in our survey to receive the participants’ opinions about the tool they used. The general attitude
for ELEA was very positive. Participants positively mentioned the
simple and easy interaction with ELEA, the distinction between
cognitive and emotional empathy feedback, and the overall empathy score together with the adaptive feedback message several
times. However, participants also said that ELEA should provide
even more detailed feedback based on more categories and provide
concrete text examples on how to improve their empathy score.
We translated the responses from German and clustered the most
representative responses in Table 5. To further control for potential problems, harm, or unintended consequences of our empathy
feedback and scripts, we separately conducted an analysis of all
qualitative user comments. While no particular cluster of answers
could be derived, two male users mentioned potential limitations
and risks of empathy feedback, such as "I’m a bit worried that an
algorithm will tell me if I’m empathic or not, I don’t think real empathy can be put into 0’s and 1’s ;-)" and "Danger with the "machine"
that you can seem empathetic just by inserting personal pronouns
and some adjectives/adverbs."

Adaptive Empathy Learning Support in Peer Review Scenarios

Cluster
On empathy feedback reaction

On the feedback
for skill learning
On the user interaction
On the speed of
the tool
On cognitive and
emotional empathy

On the percentage
score
and
progress
indication
Improvements
on
feedback
granularity
Improvements on
feedback recommendations

Feature
"In my case, I was empathetic on a cognitive level but
not on an emotional one. This is also consistent with
experiences from my everyday life. I am empathetic but
basically more interested in objective-rational solutions.
I think that this tool could help me not only to put myself
in the position of a person in terms of content and make
suggestions but also to communicate to them better"
"The empathy feedback was clear and could be easily
implemented. I had the feeling I learned something."
"The tool was very easy to use and the feedback was
helpful! Simple handling."
"Clear evaluation and fast feedback. Would use it
again!"
"It was helpful that a distinction was made between the
two categories of empathy. This again clearly showed
me that I do not show emotional empathy enough. It
was also useful that the tool said how to show emotional
empathy (feelings when reading the business idea etc.)."
"I also liked how the tool immediately showed me how
my text became more empathetic based on the percentage score."
"It would be better if the feedback was more selective or
with detailed categories about empathy."
"Even more detailed information on how I can improve
my empathy writing would be helpful, e.g., with review
examples."

Table 5: Representative examples of qualitative user responses for ELEA.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Theoretical and Practical Contributions
Individual support and feedback for students to learn effectively is
still an ongoing challenge (e.g., [104]). Advances in NLP and MLbased algorithms might be able to provide individualization at scale
in many distance learning scenarios (such as Massive Open Online
Courses) or at larg-scale university lectures, in which individual
interaction between students and instructors might be naturally
limited. Our research provides insight into the potential of NLP and
ML to foster students’ learning outcomes in specific pedagogical scenarios independent of an educator, time, and location. By designing
a particular adaptive learning system for empathy skills in German
peer reviews on business models, we found that students receiving
adaptive empathy writing support based on ML and NLP wrote
their peer reviews with significantly higher emotional empathy
levels compared to the ones receiving dictionary-based feedback.
Moreover, the students judged their empathy skill learning to be
significantly higher. We believe that self-regulated learning theory
is a suitable basis to explain this effect. The tailored feedback on a
student’s skills, such as empathetic writing skills, seems to foster
the "ability to simply understand the other person’s perspective and
to react to the observed experiences of another” ([24], p.1). This is
also reflected in the feedback accuracy of our tool, which is perceived as very high. Users judged the adaptive feedback of ELEA
as very accurate, which is a necessary pre-condition for them to
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foster learning according to self-monitoring and self-evaluation
[8, 110]. The high degree of enjoyment and perceived usefulness of
ELEA as an adaptive empathy learning tool reflects the promise of
our adaptive empathy feedback technology. This, combined with
the high perceived usefulness, indicates that our learning tool has
the potential to be successful in a real-world scenario. Positive
technology acceptance is crucial for students to perceive the tool’s
use as beneficial, practical, and simple to interact with. This will
increase motivation, engagement, and long-term use of the learning
software.
We hypothesize that positive perceptions of skill development
and technology acceptance in a possible continuous use case will
lead to user self-efficacy and inspire them to learn and improve their
skills [8]. Self-regulated learning theory supports our underlying
hypothesis that individual and personal feedback on a student’s
empathy level motivates the student to improve their skill level [14,
34]. Furthermore, the results of our analysis of gender differences
partly provide support for what has been observed in prior literature.
Females participants showed increased perceptions of usefulness as
well as intentions to use such a tool in the future. This mirrors the
findings that female users value empathy or empathy skills more
than male users [19]. However, we could not observe performance
differences comparing female and male participants. The reasons
for these observations could be manifold, making it an interesting
area of future research.
Therefore, our work makes several contributions to current research in human-computer interaction and computer-supported
collaborative learning. To the best of our knowledge, this study
is one of the first to present evaluated design knowledge on how
to build a learning tool to train cognitive and emotional empathy skills based on adaptive and intelligent feedback [74]. Past
research has mostly built empathy learning tools based on syntactical analysis (e.g., [77]) or leveraged emotional modeling in other
contexts than education (e.g., [60, 87]). Our research provides a
basis for researchers who also aim to develop learning tools to train
metacognition skills to compare their solutions with ours. Educators can now use our design evaluation to create their own learning
tools for providing adaptive and intelligent support of empathy
skills in their large-scale or distance-learning scenarios. We believe,
our findings could not only be applied in peer review scenarios,
but also in collaborative teamwork, online discussions, or other
collaborative learning settings where empathy might be important.

6.2

Limitations and Future Work

Nevertheless, our work faces several limitations. First, the design
findings and the empirical evaluation of the impact of our adaptive
empathy learning tool are limited to the very specific pedagogical
scenario of student peer reviews on business models in German
language. As stated, the entire design, such as the formulation of
scripts as well as the predictive model is biased from a Western
European perspective. The predictions might be confusing or even
harmful for other contexts such as other user groups, pedagogical
concepts, or cultures. More research is needed to investigate the
design, the empathy nuances and replicate the empirical findings
on the effect of these educational systems’ in other pedagogical
domains, and in different languages (for example, English, French,
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or Chinese). Moreover, future work should especially investigate
different user groups and how different perceptions of empathy
affect their learning experience, such as individuals from the autism
spectrum. Although we tried to pay special attention to potential
harm or unintended consequence in the application of our tool
(e.g., by analyzing the qualitative user comments), further research
is needed, to investigate how "average" learning tools influence
general empathy nuances of people, for example, at a certain workplace, gender or minorities. Moreover, the effect on more nuanced
constructs and dimensions of students’ perception of an AI-based
learning tool during the learning process, such as trust and reliance,
as well as the implications of erroneous learning advice [79], should
be regarded in future research. Concerning the transferability of
our model, corpora and annotation schemes are needed in other
languages and domains to transfer and test our findings in different languages. The study of [98] might help scholars as a start to
investigate how to model cognitive and emotional empathy skills
in different domains and languages.
Second, our research is limited when it comes to the long-term
impact on the empathy abilities of students. In our experiment, we
investigated the short-term influence of ELEA on the perceived skill
learning and the emotional empathy skills of students. In future
work, longitudinal studies will be critical in determining the longterm influence of empathy learning on learning outcomes.
Third, another limitation of our results evolves from the measurements of the empathy learning outcomes. Since metacognition
skills are complex pedagogical constructs, we relied on a proven
method to measure metacognition skills in textual data (e.g., done
for argumentation skills in [2, 96, 101] or for problem-solving skills
in [103]). The expert assessment of metacognition skills has been
widely used, however, is limited when it comes to capturing more
sophisticated dimensions of metacognition skill learning in different domains. More refined empathy skill assessments are required
to more precisely examine the influence of individual empathy feedback and self-evaluation on students’ skill levels. These assessments
should be able to capture students’ empathic writing competencies
in various pedagogical domains (e.g., business, ethics, and education) before and after a specific treatment on various empathy skill
dimensions to represent students’ empathy skills with a higher
level of granularity. Future research is needed to build, validate,
and assess such test measurements in order to more precisely measure the impact of various pedagogical learning method designs on
metacognition skill learning outcomes.
Fourth, we did not investigate any significant effect of adaptive
empathy feedback on students’ cognitive empathy writing level in
peer reviews. A possible reason for this might lie in the complex
structures of perspective talking. While it could be comparably
easy to support students in writing emotionally more empathic
feedback, becoming better in cognitive empathy might require
more training with stricter guidance. A possible human-computer
interaction could be to increase social presence, e.g, by embedding
a conversational agent as an empathy learning tool. Past research
(e.g., [100, 109] has shown that conversational agents in pedagogical
scenarios are able to increase social prescience. Future research
could investigate this potential by embedding adaptive empathy
writing support in a conversational learning tool and comparing it
against our non-conversational approach.

Thiemo Wambsganss, Matthias Söllner, Kenneth Koedinger, and Jan Marco Leimeister

Finally, although all interviews of the design requirement collection process were recorded, transcribed and abstract categories
were formatted in the form of user stores, one limitation arises by
the fact that this process has only been conducted by one researcher.
Nevertheless, the derived requirements in the form of user stories
based on the transcriptions have been discussed with two senior
researchers in three workshops to ensure the validity of the design
findings. The main improvement suggestion from users in the qualitative feedback was that the feedback of ELEA could encompass
even more empathy dimensions and concrete examples on how
to improve empathetic writing in a certain domain. We call for
future work to enrich current corpora on student-written texts for
more precise empathy feedback. Moreover, we aim to embed more
scripted feedback recommendations with more accurate and transparent action steps on how to achieve a higher rating and examples
on how to improve empathy writing in a certain domain. Besides,
we want to ensure that the empathy feedback stays transparent
and understandable for the users. Therefore, we will guarantee that
empathy theory is even better explained with multimedia elements
such as illustrations and videos.

7

CONCLUSION

In this research project, we designed, built, and evaluated ELEA,
an adaptive IT tool that provides students with feedback on the
cognitive and emotional empathy level of a text by leveraging the
recent advances of NLP and ML algorithms. We compared ELEA to
a proven empathy writing support approach in a rigorous use study
with 119 participants. We found students using ELEA wrote more
empathic texts with a higher level of emotional empathy compared
to the ones using the alternative approach. The high perceived
empathy skill learning, the technology acceptance, and the level of
enjoyment for ELEA provide promising results to use this tool as a
feedback application in traditional learning settings. Our results also
offer design suggestions to further improve educational feedback
applications based on intelligent algorithms. With NLP and ML
becoming more powerful, we hope our work will attract other
researchers to design and build more intelligent tutoring systems
for other learning scenarios or metacognition skills.
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